specific, in order to understand which outcomes for cardiovascular diseases (CVD) could be translated from animal to human studies.

**Introduction:** CVD stand as a great cause of morbi-mortality worldwide and polyphenol-rich diets have been associated with improved cardiovascular risk profiles. Although rodent models have been a resourceful means of understanding the CVD mechanisms and possible outcomes of the use of polyphenols in that context, most experimental models do not fully reproduce human CVD.

**Methods:** Database searching was carried out on PubMed and Google Scholar using specific keywords concerning CVD, retrieving close to 300 publications. After excluding irrelevant results, proteome data was organized in Excel® spreadsheets and the Cytoscape platform, ClueGo + CluePedia and Venny 2.1.0 were used to explore the biological processes influenced by flavonoids in the approached CVD.

**Results:** This study was mainly focused in the species Rattus norvegicus and Homo sapiens and in flavonoids, a polyphenol sub-group. Only about 5% of the BP influenced by flavonoids were approached CVD. The survey was conducted via Internet. Study population consisted of 204 students from different years. The electrocardiogram examination is one of the most frequently performed diagnostic test. Correct interpretation of the ECG, particularly in life-threatening scenarios (LTS) may influence the decisions on appropriate actions and consequently have an impact on the lives and health of patients. It is important for medical, nursing and emergency medicine students to acquire this skill.

**Conclusion:** Hence, our preliminary results showed that CbpA binds to cAMP. It is now mandatory to understand the relation between CAMP and CbpA, to determine the function of the protein itself and in complex with CAMP, and to understand the importance of this signalling system for virulence.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pbj.2017.07.128
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**Aim:** The aim of the study was to evaluate ECG interpretation skills among study population, and analyze factors determining their score.

**Introduction:** The electrocardiogram examination is one of the most frequently performed diagnostic test. Correct interpretation of the ECG, particularly in life-threatening scenarios (LTS) may influence the decisions on appropriate actions and consequently have an impact on the lives and health of patients. It is important for medical, nursing and emergency medicine students to acquire this skill.

**Methods:** ECG interpretation skills were assessed by self-prepared questionnaire including questions about demographic data and 20 ECG problems with 17 cases. In 6 cases there were LTS. Three questions evaluated basic knowledge about rhythm, heart rate and axis. The survey was conducted via Internet. Study population consist of 551 medical, nursing and emergency medicine students.

**Results:** The overall score among Polish medical students is 46% which is higher than nursing and emergency medicine students (22% and 37% respectively; p < 0.001 in both). English division students scored almost similarly (49%; p = 0.27). Polish medical students scored better in LTS than the nursing students (37% vs 23%; p < 0.001). Among Polish medical students: Students in year “4–6” scored higher than those from year “1–3” (overall score: 51% vs 31%; p < 0.001, LTS: 41% vs 25%; p < 0.001). In addition, members...
of cardiology scientific groups scored higher than the rest (57% vs 43%; p < 0.001).

**Conclusion:** There is low level of ECG interpretation among medical students and quality of ECG training should be improved. Various factors influences ECG interpretation knowledge among students.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pbj.2017.07.129
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**Aim:** Improving safe injection practice in Port-Said General Hospital.

**Introduction:** A safe injection is one that, "does not harm the recipient, does not expose the provider to any avoidable risk and does not result in waste that is dangerous for the community". In developing countries, about 16 billion injections are administered each year.

**Methods:** Through-out March 2015, a cross-sectional, descriptive study was conducted to assess safe injection practice among 150 nurses in Port-Said General Hospital. Data collected by observational CDC Checklist and another checklist for unit evaluation.

**Results:** Regarding needle disposal 77% of nurses got rid of the needle in safety box, 1% threw it in the pin while 22% threw it in a barrel. Regarding hand washing 41% of nurses washed their hands before preparing medication, while 23% of nurses washed their hands before touching patients and 51% of them washed their hands after touching patients. 57% of nurses wore gloves while 43% didn’t. We found 52% of nurses didn’t have HBV vaccine. We found also 77% of nurses were trained on safe injection while 23% weren’t trained.

Regarding observation, 73% of medication areas were cleaned while 27% weren’t. 83% of nurses used single dose vials, ampoules or bottles of intravenous solution for only one patient while 17% didn’t. Regarding to hospital unites, only 44% of unites had written policies or procedures for safe injection.

**Conclusion:** The regular use of NSAIDs/analgesc by 27% of hospitalized patients with coronary heart disease is a significant concern. Patients with coronary heart disease should be provided with detailed information and recommendation about safe analgesic therapy and alternatives for NSAIDs.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pbj.2017.07.131
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**Aim:** The aim of the study was to assess the prevalence and frequency of analgesic drug use in patients with coronary heart disease, as well as to assess patients knowledge about possible interactions of these drugs with conventional cardiac therapy.

**Introduction:** Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are commonly used in the management of pain in a variety of conditions. Available data clearly indicate that the NSAIDs use is associated with a number of adverse effects especially in patients with cardiovascular disease.

**Methods:** The study group consists 93 patients hospitalized in the tertiary cardiology center (mean age 67 ± 11 years, 30% females). Thirty nine subjects were hospitalized with diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome and 54 underwent elective coronary intervention. Self-prepared questionnaire was used to collect data.

**Results:** In the examined group 56 patients (60%) declared the use of analgesic drugs with regular use (defined as at least 3 times per week) reported by 25 subjects (27%). The most frequently used analgesics were NSAIDs (n = 37), paracetamol (n = 36), less commonly patients reported the use of tramadol (n = 6) or metamizol (n = 9). The majority of patients using analgesic are not aware about possible interactions with antiplatelet therapy (the answer “yes” for the question about knowledge of possible interactions of analgesic with cardiac treatment gave only 21% of responders, while majority answered “do not know” (72%). Only 20% of patients admitted that they received the information about analgesics from their doctor. Majority of patients do not consult the use of analgesics with the physician (72%).

**Conclusion:** The regular use of NSAIDs/analgesc by 27% of hospitalized patients with coronary heart disease is a significant concern. Patients with coronary heart disease should be provided with detailed information and recommendation about safe analgesic therapy and alternatives for NSAIDs.
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